Low Profile Wire Management System by:

- Prefabricated before shipment
- Easy to install
- High strength quick connect steel plates
- Easy to change layout and cable wiring
- No adhesive, underlayment or fasteners required

Available in 1.5” and 2” elevations.
Starnet. Easily installed, completely adaptable low profile steel flooring system for new construction and renovation to existing office buildings.

Revolutionary wire management system. Allowing unprecedented flexibility. Improves workplace efficiency.

Where can Starnet Low Profile Management System be used?

- Class A Office Buildings
- Retail & Wholesale Stores
- Class Rooms & Laboratories
- Manufacturing & Assembly Areas
- 911 Call Centers
- Training Facilities
- Universities
- K-12 Schools
- Conference Rooms
- Courtrooms
- Displays/Exhibits
- Storage Facilities
Complete access and options for all electric and communication wiring.

- Prefabricated low profile access floor
- Easy to install - Easy to change layout and cable wiring
- High strength quick connect steel plates

- Galvanized steel floor panels
- Galvanized steel plates to be cut-to-fit at perimeter walls
- Extruded aluminium threshold with rubber strip for doorways and open perimeters
- Sections lifted to accommodate runs of electrical and data cables
- Resin base
- Open end of ramp can be covered with fascia material
- Aluminium ramp with 1:12 slope to be covered with carpet
Structural integrity and accessibility

- Easy installation
- Cost effective
- Adaptable
- Easy access
- Money saving
- Strong & quiet

Because component parts are prefabricated before shipment, the Starnet Low Profile Wire Management System is ideal for renovation to existing office buildings etc., which require a simplified fast track installation. In addition, despite the low profile floor type, the entire under floor cavity can be used as a wiring space. Standardized lightweight / grooved steel floor plates snap into a polypropylene resin base. There is no need for any underlayment, because the resign base sits directly on the concrete slab. The system has exceptional “walk-ability” and solid feel underfoot. The floor comes in both 1-1/2” and 2” floor heights.

High-speed installation! You can estimate around 4,000 sq ft per day (Based on the condition of one room per floor by three installers).

A considerable amount of wire can be contained, while cables can be drawn easily without any special tools.

Accessories

- Easy access electrical box
- Quick set foundation
- Slope
- Threshold detail

Contact one of our sales specialist for further information
(843) 534 -1110